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Abstract 
Guccione, J.A. and J.J. Guccione, Hochschild homology of complete intersections, Journal of 
Pure and Applied Algebra 74 (1991) 159-176. 
Let k be an arbitrary commutative ring. We compute the Hochschild homology HH,(A, A) of 
the k-algebra A= k[x,, . . . ,x,]l(fl,. . . , f,), whenf,, . . . , fi is a regular sequence. 
Introduction 
The aim of this paper is the computation of the Hochschild homology and 
cohomology of the ring A = k[X, . . . , Iyn] / ( fi , . . . , f,) , where k is an arbitrary 
commutative ring with 1 and fi , . . . , f, is a regular sequence in k[X, , . . . , Xn]. 
The paper is divided in three sections. 
In the first one a quick review of some basic notions in the Hochschild theory is 
made (see, for instance, [3, Chapter lo]). 
In the second section we obtain a free resolution R(A) of A as an A’-module 
which is simpler than the one given by Hochschild, and we define a map h, of 
R(A) to the Hochschild resolution (A 60 A @* 8) A, b’) that is an A’-algebra map 
when R(A) has a product which is naturally defined and (A 63 2 ** 0 A, b’) has 
the shuffle product shown in Section 1. 
In the third section we compute the Hochschild homology H,(A, M) and 
cohomology H*(A, M) of A with coefficients in an A-module M, looked at as an 
A’-module through the multiplication map r_~ : A’+ A. We obtain them as a 
function of the homology of the generalized Koszul complex of the given module. 
When r = 1, our results are the same as the ones in [ 11. 
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1. Preliminaries 
1.1. Ho&child homology 
Let A be an associative algebra with identity over a commutative ring k. We 
will use the abbreviation x @” for the n-fold tensor product of 2 over k, where 
A= A/k. Let b’: AG3A@“G3A-+A63A@“-‘@A denote the following map: 
b’(a, @ .= .@Qn+l) 
= i (-l)‘a,~*.*~ai_I~aiai,,~ai.~~...~an+l. 
i=O 
The chain complex 
is the standard normalized Hochschild resolution (A QD A @* @ A, b’) of A. It is 
acyclic because there exists a retraction homotopy 
defined by 
;_o(aoC3~. 43a,,+1 )=l@a,@...@a,+, . 
Let A4 be a right module over A” = A @ A”‘. Upon tensoring the normalized 
Hochschild resolution (A @ 2 @* Q9 A, b’) with M over A’, we obtain the chain 





+ C (-l)im~a,~...~ai_,~aiai+l~ai~:!~...~a,, 
i=l 
+(-l)“rn(l~a,)~a,~o~*~a,_, , 
which we call the normalized Hochschild complex. Its homology is the Hochschild 
homology H,(A, M). On the other hand, applying Hom,,( , M) to the standard 
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normalized Hochschild resolution (A @ A @’ 0 A, b’), we obtain the cochain 
complex 




Its homology is the Hochschild cohomoIogy H*(A) M). When A is projective 
over k one has H,(A, M) = Torfe(A, M) and H”(A, M) = Extie(A, M). 
1.2. ShufJre product 
From now on A is commutative. In this case, the normalized Hochschild 
resolution becomes a differential graded strictly anti-commutative A’-algebra, 
where strict means that the square of any odd degree element is zero, with the 
product defined by 
where 





Upon tensoring the normalized Hochschild resolution with A over A’, we 
obtain the shufie product 
Hence, the Hochschild homology H,(A) = H,(A, A) is a graded strictly anti- 
commutative algebra over A. 
2. The simplified resolution 
2.1. Introduction 
Let A = k[X,, . . . , X,]l(f,, . . . , f,), with k an arbitrary commutative ring 
with 1, andf,, . . . , f, a regular sequence in k[X,, . . . , X,$ 
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In this section we obtain a free resolution R(A) of A as an A’-module. This 
resolution becomes adifferential graded strictly anti-commutative -4e-algebra in a 
natural way. Moreover, we define explicitly a differential graded algebra morph- 
ism h, : R(A)+(A@ A@* CiO A, b’) which will be used in the next section. 
Let A’=k[X,,..., XJ. We shall use the Taylor series development 
T : A’ + A” given by 7’(p) = 18 p - p 8 1, studied in [4]. We also freely use the 
structure of A’” as A’-module by the action of A’ on the first factor of A”, i.e. 
a(b 63 c) = ab 63 c. From the formula T( PQ) = PT( Q) + QL(P) + T(P) T(Q), it is 
easy to see that, for every P E A’, T(P) can be written as a polynomial in 
A’[T(X,), . . . , T(X,)], where the coefficients in A’, of each monomial in the 
T(Xi)‘S, are the same as those of the standard Taylor series. We shall use the 
following definition: 
2.1.1. Definition. Given P E k[X, , . . . , X,], we shall call Tj( P) the sum of the 
monomials of T(P) which are multiples of T(Xj) and not multiples of T(Xi) for 
i < j, i.e., 
ij+l, . . . , i, 
(lsjln). 
We shall state a technical proposition that will be used later. 
2.1.2. Proposition. (a) Tj is k-linear, for 1~ j II n. 
(b) T(P) = C~=, Tj(P). 
Proof. Trivial. Cl 
2.2. The resolution R(A) 
As before, let A = k[X,, . . . , X,,] / (4;) . . . , f,), where k is an arbitrary com- 
mutative ring with 1, fi, . . . , f, is a regular sequence in k[X,, . . . , XJ and let 
A’ = A Bk A”9 
Let D(A) be the exterior algebra over A” of the free A”-module Aeel $ 
l l l CD Aeen and F(A) the algebra of divided powers over D(A) with r variables 
t 1,” l , t,. We recall that the algebra of divided powers with r variables over a 
ring c1 is a free module over D with basis tip’) l l l tFPr) (pi E N,) and the product 
given by 
(P1+41) 01 . . . tjPr+%)) . (1) 
We shall assign degree 1 to the elements ei and degree 2p to t:‘). Hence F’(A) 
becomes a strictly anticommutative graded A’-algebra. 
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We shall define a derivation d, by 
d,(q) = T(Xi) 9 d2p(t;P)) = t;P-“d2(tj) 
and 
d*(tj) = ,!l $$ l ei . 
i 
The algebra F(A) with the derivation just defined will be called R(A) and its 
homogeneous component of degree m will be called R(A),), . 
It is obvious that R(A), is a free A’-module with basis all combinations 
eil---is 1 
t(Pl) . . . &PA 
r ( P s 9 19’..,Pr ~0 and s+2(p, + l l l + p,) = m), where by 
eil-* is we mean ei, A l l l A ei s (15 i, < 9 l l C i, 5 n). 
2.2.1. Remark. Let (Xi)t=i=r be a sequence of commuting elements of a ring B 
and let M be a B-module. We denote by K&M, (Xi)lc_isr) the KOSZU~ complex 
()-, @)d’-t M(A) 
4-2 dl ) j@i’ ). . . do,M(h)-0, 
where M”’ denotes the direct sum of ( & ) copies of M indexed by eil . . .i, 
(1 S i, < l - l c i, zs n) and 
d,_,(6 l ei,...i, ) = 2 (-l)‘+‘* l X,iei,...i . ..i. 
j=l 
I 
for 6 E M. 
2.2.2. Remark. It is clear that the exterior algebra D(A) with the derivation d 
( i.e., d(ei) = T(Xi)) is the KOSZU~ complex K,(A’, T(Xi)Isisn), and R(A) is 
obtained from it by killing the cycles 
with the method given by Tate in [5]. 
At this point we might prove that R(A) is an A”-free resoltrtion of A. 
2.2.3. Lemma. Let A’= k[X,, . . . , X,J and A = k[X,, . . . , X,Jl(fi, . . . , f,). 
The morphism of differential graded algebras 
given by 
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induces an isomorphism in homology. 
Proof. Let P,, be the double complex 
0 4) 
whose p,q entry is A’(%3 A”:‘, the horizontal maps are those of the Koszul 
compiex &(A’, ( fi, . . . , f,)), and the vertical maps are (-l)P times those of the 
above Koszul complex. 
Since fi, . . . , f, is a re@ar sequence, the map 
5, : Tot(k)--, &(A, (f,, . . . , f,)) , 
given by 
S,(ej ,... j, 63) 1) = ej ,... j. 9 
I 
and 
S,(ej ,... i, (23 ej;...i;_,) = 0 if s < i , 
is a quasi-isomorphism. We finish the proof by observing that there is a canonical 
isomorphism &.(A’, ( fi, . . . , f,, fi, . . . , f,))-+Tot(B,,) such that 




&(4 (fi, . . . , ;‘, f,, . . . 3 f,))-L K&b (f,,!*. . 3 6)) 
is commutative. Cl 
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2.2.4. Lemma. Let A’ = k[X,, . . . , X,,] and A = A’/( f,, . . . , f,). The lzornology 
of the Koszul complex K,(A’, T(Xj),,il,,) is 
H,,K*(A’, T(X,),,i,,,)) = Ae(‘) for 05 m 5 r 
H,,(K*(A’, T(Xi)lli=pt)) = 0 for m > r . 
Moreover, 163 1 E A” i ) freely generates H,(K,(A’, T(X,),,,,,,)) and the edemeflts 
of the form 
which are distinct and nonzero, freely generate H,,(K,(A’, T(Xi),,i~,,)). 
Pm&. Since T(Xi)I~i~,~ is a regular sequence in A”, the complex 
where 
is the KOSZUP complex K,(A”, T(Xi)r=i~,, ) and p, given by &a @9 b) = ab, is an 
A’e-resolution of A’. Since K,(A", T(Xi) 1 5i_,J 63 Alp A’ is canonically isomorphic 
to K,(A’, 
H.+.(K.JA’, T(Xi)l~i~R)) = Tor$e(A’, A’) - 
Hence, in order to compute this homology, we can use the ‘4”-resolution of A’, 
?r dS,- I > A’e(zr)- A te( 2r 3-l 1 d; _, () -r -> . . . 
di _ Ate(?) 4 .+ At”k’“_ A’ , 
obtained using the Koszul complex K,(A”, ( fi 63 1,. . . , f,@l, l@f,, . . . , 
10 f,)) and the canonical projection YT : A te(t), /i’. 
Now, we can consider the diagram of quasi-isomorphisms 
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d AWA'e &(A”, (fi@L.. . 9 f$‘l, l%f,, l l . , l@f,)) 
1 2 K,(A”, T(Xi)lsis,r) @,*eAe Q* 
I &(A’, (f,, . . l 9 f,, fi 7 l . l 7 0) 
K*(Ae9 T(xi)15ist*) &(A7 (fi, ’ ’ l 9 f,)) 
where &* is the morphism defined in Lemma 2.2.3 and $:, $:, p : and 9 5 are 
the canonic maps. From this diagram it follows that 
Hm(K*(Ae, T(Xi),,i=,)) = Ae(” for 0 5 WI 5 r 
and 
H,(K*(A’, T(Xi),,is,)) = 0 for m > r . 
NOW, it is easy to see that qp* = &.o(p:oqi and $*= && are both 
morphisms of differential graded algebras. So, in order to finish the proof it is 
sufficient to note that cy = (l@~l)@(l@l)EA’~@~,~A’~ is a cycle of degree 
zero in 
and verify that +Jcu) = 1 @ 1 E A” and q&x) = 1 E A l Similarly, 
n Ti(.lj) 
p,=(l~l)~(ej-ej+,)_-,~~ T(x) l ei@(1@1) 
i 
is a cycle of degree one in 
@A= K*(Ate, (fi 63 1, . . . , f, Q9 1,1@3 fi, . . . , 1 @f,)) 
whence 
2.2.5. Lemma. Lel 0 5 u s r and R”(A) be the complex 
. ...-* 
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where Ai, is the A’-free module with basis 
2. 
&PI’. . . p”) 
‘t-*-is- 2 U = “4 h l l l 
A ei t!Pl) . . . tf?’ 
s 
(Iii,<- <i,rn; s,p ,,..., pI,=O and 
s+2(p, + l m+p,)=m) 
and, with the convention of tlP) = 0 if p C 0, 
. &P,-1). . . t(PJ 
I u 
. 
We assert that 
H,,,(R”(.4)) = A”;;l”’ for 0 5 m 5 r - u 
and 
H,,,(R”(A)) = 0 for m > r - u . 
Moreover, l@ 1 E A e(“o) freely generates H,(K,(A’, T(Xi),,i=,l)) and the elements 
of the form 
(1+ U-= _j,+-<j,s-), 
which are distinct and nonzero, freely generate H, (K *( Ae, T( Xi) 1 =i=n )) for 15 
m(:r-u. 
Proof. It will be done by induction on u. For u = 0 we can use Lemma 2.2.4. 
Suppose that the assertion is true for u and that u < r. R”+‘(A) is the total 
complex of the double, complex 
168 
where di, : AZ, _ 1 . t!,“,: ‘) + AZ, l t!,P,‘l is defined by 
6 +2(p, + .==+p,)=m-1). 
From the inductive hypothesis it is easily seen that the 
obtained by computing first the homologies with respect to 
and then those with respect to the differentiation dh is 
Eti = te’ 
I-U 
A if j=OandOGsr-u-1, 
otherwise . 
second complex E I’.j, 
the differentiation d”, 
and that 18 1 E Aecil’ freely generates E&, and the elements of the form 
which are distinct and nonzero, freely generate Ecj* The proof follows 
immediately. Cl 
2.2.6. Theorem. R(A) is an A’-free resolution of A. 
Proof. It is easy to see that R\ 4) = R’(A). The assertion follows immediately 
applying Lemma 2.2.5 for u = r. IJ 
2.3. Construction of h, 
Now we will construct a morphism h * : R(A)-, (A @ A@* @O A, b’) of differen- 
tial graded stric ly anti-commutative algebras. 
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In order to define h, we need several properties of the shuffle product that was 
defined in Section I.2 for the Hochschild resolution of a commutative k-algebra 
A. These properties have been studied + [l, Section 23. 
2.3.1. Definition. Given 
and 
we can define 
atop= C’sgn(o)aa’~a,-,,,,~g.~13a,-I,,+,,~bb’, 
B’ P*‘l 
2.3.2. Remark. It is immediate that D has the following properties: 
(a) a*P = CUSP +(-l)p”p WY, for CXEA@A@~@A and PEA@A@‘@A 
(in c3usequence, * is strictly anti-commutative). 
(b) (a, q %) n % =~I~(~~O~~)+(-l)P2P’~l~(~~~~~)for~iEA~A~P’~A. 
(c) %(a * &O(P)) = %(a) El G(P)- 
2.3.3. Definition. Given a! E A @ A @’ 63 A, we define (Y (‘I’ for n ~0 by induction 
in the following way: 
JO) = 1 
7 
(p+l) 
= (x c] cy(‘l) .
2.3.4. Proposition. If Q! E A 0 A @” C3 A, we have: 
0 
a ,iW q &n) = ( t1”,“, 1 )a(n+“G, 
@) 
p * aoI, = f n y1 )(_g”f”‘! 
\ 
Proof. (a) It will be done by induction on n + m. For n + m = 1, it is obvious. 
Now, using Remark 2.3.2(b), we have: 
By the inductive hypothesis, 
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&m+l) c] *(“I = (( n-km-l 1 ( ra + m - 1 rn - 1 + n-l 1) cy ()a + na + 1 1, 
’ i 11 + m - 1 = 
N m-l + m /IQ 1 ( 
!I + m - l\\ (rJ+rlLI) 
0-m = 
( ) (r(n+m+8) . m 1 
(b) it follows by direct computation because 
cc n -I- m - 1 ) ( ra + m - 1 = m-l + m a (aa +na) 
11 + m 
= 
i 1 (?J +#?a) a . El m 
2.3.5. Remark. The product in the normalized Hochschild complex (A Q9 A **, b) 
induced by 3, will be denoted by the same symbol o. This product has the 
analogous properties. 
2. y.6. Definition. Let h * : R(A)+ (A QD A@* 60 A, b’) be the A’-algebra map 
defined by: 
hl(ei) = -l@X,QDl (lSiln), 
( n Ti(.ij) k(fj) = E” -c -=(l~Xi~l)) (llj~r), 
i=l T(xi) 
kp(f:P)) = (h,(t,))(“l (lsjlr). 
To prove that h, is an A’-algebra map it is enough to compare formula (b) of 
Proposition 2.3.4 with (1) of Section 2.2. 
Since both d, and 6’ are derivations, it is sufficient to prove that h,_,d, = b’h, 
for the generators ei and f:“‘. In fact, 
b’h,(ei) = b’(-1 @Xi 8 1) = T(Xi) = d,(ei) = h,d,(e,) , 
To prove the result for f:p’ we use induction on p. The case p = 0 is trivial. 
Using Remark 2.3.2(c), we have: 
E,hzp-,d2p(t;P’) = q,h,,_, 2 - l 
- ( n Ti(f;.) e.t(,p-i) i=l T(Xi) ’ ’ ) 
= % - (( ~ ~ •(~~Xi~l))*(h,o)‘p-l’) -\ lI 
= h2(~~) 17 (h,(t,))‘P-l’ = (hZ(fj))‘P’ = hZp(flP’) . 
We already know by the inductive hypothesis that 
so, 
3. Gmputation of Hochschiki! homology and cohomology 
3.1. iiittrodtrction 
LetA=k[X ,,... .X,$(fl,.. . , f,> , where k is an arbitrary commutative ring 
with 1, and fr, . . . , f, is a regular sequence in k[X,, . . . , _XJ. Assuming that A is 
k-fiat, we compute the HochschiId homology H,( A, ) of A with coefficients in 
an A-module M, considered as an A’-module by the multiplication p : A’ -+ A. If 
we add the hypothesis that A is k-projective, we obtain the Hochschild cohomolo- 
gy H*(A M). 
3.2. Computation of Hochschi!d homology cmd cohomology 
By tensoring the resolution R(A) with A4 over A’, using the identification 
A4 @3& (A BK A) = M under which (a @ ar)m = aa’m, we obtain the complex 
R(M): . ...-> n;i, ,i,_( jj,_ 1 .d,,-; . .. _A%+ &j, ~_A!_, n;i,  ,
where & is the direct sum of copies of M indexed by eil. .#’ l l l tip’) for 
lzsi,<-• <isIn;S,P,,...,Pr’Oands+2(p,+.*=+p,)=mand(withthe 
convention of I:@ = 0 if p < 0) 
dfi = i %i . e, 
i-1 axi and 6 EM. 
The morphism h * : R(A)+ (A @ A@‘ @ A, b’) defined in Section 2.3. induces 
a quasi-isomorphism 6, : l?(A)- (A @I A @‘*, b) of differentiaH graded strictly anti- 
commutative algebras, given by: 
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k : /i ,,, 3 A 8 A @“’ , 
&(e ,,... JP1’ l l l t!.P”) 
=(-l)‘(~~X~,)‘(l~X~,)““*(l~x~) s 
* (h,(t,)p” * l * ’ * (h&)p’ , 
where, if fi = C fi,,, . 
. ‘87 
X7 l l l Xf;,. then 
h&) = x Ii i’& __ . xy- . y,+1.. . xi,, s-cl El 
i,. . . . . i,, s= 1 k=() ” “’ 
3.2.1. Remark. R(M) = epzO RP(M), where 
where 
iep -_s = 4?p-hi~p_, ’ 
In consequence, HJA, M) = eu, H,,,(RP(M)), where Urn = {p E N: (m/2) 5 
p 15 min(m, (m + n) /2)}. 
3.2.2. Lemma. HJR”(M)) = 0”(A) BA M for 0 (: m 5 ye. 
Proof. It follows by an easy computation that 





d& = C - l ei 
i=l axi 
and A’“‘s A’“)/ (df, , . . . , df,) is the canonical projection. The proof is com- 
pleted by noting that 
R’(d4) = H,(A) = H,(R ‘(A)) 
= coker( @ AllPI) . . . rip,) 23 A( 7 )) 
PI t---+p,=1 
= A”“/ (df,, . . . , df,) , 
because d : (tj) = d&. Cl 
3.2.3. Notation. Let M be an A-module, q 2 0 and 
a matrix with entries in A. 
(a) We denote by KP(M, U) the generalized Koszul complex defined by 
&p-1 
Kr(M. U): O- K;p- K" 
d’: -7 
zp-1 
-P> . . . 
dp 2p-n+ 1 
------+KP _ 2p r1+1 dSp-,l K;p_,,+3 
with ~~p-,~p={p~,~..,p,~O~pl~*g*~P, = p - s}, and (with the convention 
of tlP) = 0 if p C O\, 
(b) We denote by K,(M, U) the generakzed Koszul complex defined by 
$i’-’ 
K,(M, U): f-I+ Kz- K 
7p-I 
‘” - 3 
___, . . . 
P 
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where 
pp-5 = $ @,(IPI) . . . pj , 
P x?p -s.p 
r .?- 1 
= c : l Uj.i~ l 6 ’ eik A ei,...ir_,t~P1) l 9 l tSPj+‘) l l l tLP” .
j=lk 1 
3.2.4. Remark. If A1 is reflexive, K,(M, U) and KP(M, U) are the complexes 
Cp;U) and C,*(U) respectively from [2, Chapter 21. 
3.2.5. Remark. Let A = k[X, , . . . , Xn] / ( fi, . . . , f,) , where k is an arbitrary 
commutative ring with 1, and fi , . . . , f, is a regular sequence in k[X, , . . . , XJ, 
M is an A-module and U= [U, p]lS~Sr,lsgSn is the matrix defined as 
u _Q p = (-l)“‘(af,laXP). The family (#&__,“p-_S K$__,) is an isomorphism of 
RPiM) in KP(M, U), where 
qzr; _,(a . ei,...istipl’ ’ ’ ’ ttpr’) = 9 l eii...i;_st:P1) . * w II”’ 7 
with 1~ ii < l 0 l < i,‘*_, 5 n and {i,, . . . , i,} n {ii, . . . , i,:_,} = Ib. 
3.2.6. Theorem. Let A = k[X, , . . = , X,] I ( f, ) . . . , f,) , where k is an arbitrary 
commutative ring with 1, and f, , . . . , f, is a regular sequence in k[X, , . . . , XJ, 
M is an A-module and U = [U, &__ 15-P5n is the matrix defined as 
U. Q p = (-l)““(af,laXP). Suppose thht A is k-flat and regard M as an A’-module 
using the morphism p : Ae+ A. We have: 
(1) If msn, 
ff,JM A) = [ @ 
(ml2)spc.m 
H,,,(RP(M))I %3 W”‘(A) @,q M) 
= [ @ 
(ml2)SpCm 
Hm(KP(M, U))]@(flm(A)BA M) l 





H,(KP(M* U)) * 
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(3) The product defined in Section 1.2 over H,(A) is aiso induced by 
-p+P’ A& x ~~;~_,~----+ A 2( p+p’)-(s+s’) ’ 
( ei,..-is 1 
t(pl) . . . t(pr), e. r lI*..is~ *I 
(Pi). . . t(Pi) 
r 1 
He. rl.-*is A ej,...js,C* 
(Pl+Pi) . . . t(P’+P;) 
r . 
Proof. Since A is k-flat H,(A, M) = Tor:‘(A, M). So, &(A, M) = 
H,(R(A)@,e M) = H,@(M)). Th us, (1) and (2) follow immediately from 
Remark 3.2.1, Lemma 3.2.2 and Remark 3.2.5, and (3) is true because 6, is a 
quasi-isomorphism of differential graded strictly anti-commutative algebras. Cl 
3.2.7. Theorem. Let A 
K&Yar.*s/3brr be the 
k-projective and regard 
or. : Ae-, A. We have: 
(1) If msn, 
H”(M, A) = , 
and M be as in Theorem 3.2.6, and let U = 
matrix given by Uasp = (af,laX& Suppose that A is 
M as an A’-module through the multiplication map 
(2) If m>n, 
H”(M, A) = @ 
(ml2)5pl(m+n)/2 
H”‘(K,,(M, U)) - 
Proof. (A 8 A @* 69 A) is a projective resolution of A as an A’-module, so 
H”(A, M) = Ext’$(A, M) = H”(Hom,,(R(A), M)). On the other hand, M and 
Hom.(A, M) are isomorphic Ae-modules, where the action of A’ is defined by 
m(a 8 b) = abm and [(a 8 b)f](x) = f(xab), respectively. Then, 
Hm(A, M) = H”‘(Hom.. (R(A), M)) 
= Fb”(Hom,, (R(A), Hom,(A, M)) 
= H”(Hom,(R(A)@$_ A, M)) = H”(Hom,(R(A), M) 
= pgO Hm(Hom,(RP(A), M)) . > 
The proof is completed by noting that Hom.(RP( A), M) is isomorphic to the 
complex K,(M, U). Cl 
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